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Unit 5b: Bach chorale (technical study) 
 
The technical study has several possible topics but all students at King Ed’s take the Bach 
chorale option - this unit supports other learning the best and is an excellent preparation 
for studying music at university or conservatoire. 
 
Assessment is a coursework exam of three hours split across three sessions at the end of 
April / beginning of May. You will be given a chorale melody for which you will be asked to 
complete the alto, tenor and bass lines of a four-part texture. The melody will be one that 
Bach has set (or very similar) and will typically have five cadences with around 35 notes of 
the melody unharmonized. The examiners will not set chorales either in 3/4 or with modal 
harmony. 
 
Assessment Schedule 
 

w/c 9th December Bach chorale mini mock 

w/c 28th April Bach chorale coursework exam in lessons all 
week 

 
Assessment Criteria 
There are five assessment criteria, the first two of which are the same and apply to half the 
chorale each(!). Each criterion is worth eight marks, but like the other practical elements, 
the resulting mark out of 40 is then compared to a ‘holistic’ mark which is awarded on the 
basis of how well overall you have completed the task. If the two marks are different, the 
examiner has to reconcile them. 
 
Chords and keys (one mark out of eight for each half of the chorale) 
You are awarded marks for your choice of chords and chord progressions, how well you 
handle dissonance (such as suspensions and passing notes) and for effectively 
modulating from one key to another as necessary.  
 
Sense of line 
You are awarded marks for melodic lines that use an appropriate amount of stepwise and 
leaping motion and that balance ascending and descending motion effectively. 
 
Part-writing 
You are awarded marks for part-writing that is stylistically appropriate – this means making 
sure that you follow the guidelines in the Double SLAP. 
 
Style 
You will be given marks for using stylistically appropriate features. The fingerprints 
element of the course is designed to help you include conventions that are appropriate to 
Bach’s style. 
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Practice Mark Scheme for Bach Chorales 
This mark scheme (which adapts the detail of a previous Edexcel chorale mark scheme to the 
current one) is helpful because it shows you very clearly where you might gain and lose marks. 
The actual mark scheme used in the new specification is less precise but examiners will still be 
looking for more-or-less the same positive and negative features when awarding marks for the 
various criteria.  

Step One (awarding a basic mark out of two for each chord) 
The square-bracketed abbreviations will be used on marked work 

Award ZERO marks to: 
• [2nd inv.] any second inversion chord (other than IC in a IC-V cadence) 
• [dim. root] any diminished triad in root position (e.g. vii in major or minor and ii in minor). 
• [aug.] any augmented triad (e.g. III in a minor key) 
• [key?] a chord clearly not in the correct key 
• [III-?] any chord III that is not followed by chord vi 
• chords with two or more parts missing 

Award ONE mark to: 
• [rep. chord] a chord that repeats the previous one without changing inversion (unless it is 

the first chord of a phrase) 
• [rep. bass] the bass note repeats that of the previous chord (unless it is the first chord of a 

phrase or the first strong beat of an entire chorale) 
• [V ↓ IV] any chord IV preceded by V if the outer parts are not in contrary motion 
• [IV ↑ V] any chord V preceded by IV if the outer parts are not in contrary motion 
• [↑ 3rd] a chord that rises by a third from the previous chord (e.g. IV-VI) 
• [II-?] any chord ii that is not followed by chord V 
• [vi not in root] any chord vi not in root position  
• chords with one part missing 
• chords with a wrong note or accidental missing 

If a chord has two of the above problems it should receive ZERO marks 
Award all other chords TWO marks 
 
Step Two (taking away marks for Double SLAP mistakes) 
Subtract one mark from the above marks for each Double SLAP error (use the Double SLAP sheet 
on page 19). 

Notes: 
• if a Suspension is not prepared, subtract the mark from the chord with the suspension in 

it, if it is not resolved subtract the mark from the chord with the resolution in it 
• if the Spacing is wrong in a chord, just subtract one mark in total (includes if gaps are too 

large or the parts cross) 
• do not subtract marks for Leaps – marks for part writing are gained and lost in Step Three 
• if a Leading note is not resolved correctly, subtract the mark from the chord where it 

should have resolved 
• for each Accidental missed you should subtract one mark (even if there is more than one 

mistake) 
• if there is an Awkward interval subtract the mark from the second chord 
• for Parallel octaves and fifths, subtract the mark from the second chord 
• do not subtract marks for missing a Passing seventh at a cadence but if any passing 

notes do not resolve correctly (i.e. not by step in the same direction) a mark should be 
subtracted 
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Step Three (adding marks for part writing and stylistic features) 
When you mark work according to this scheme (or receive work marked) the table below will be 
used. About 40% of the marks are arrived at from the raw mark awarded in steps 1 & 2 – the 
remaining marks are given for: 

• handling of keys and modulations 

• parts that contain a good balance of stepwise and leaping motion and of ascending and 
descending motion 

• use of stylistic features typical of Bach (mostly found in the fingerprints) 
 
 

Chords, keys and voice-leading (60%) – criteria 1,2 & 5 
Mark out of 70 from steps one and two              /70 
Mark out of 21 for correct use of keys and modulations              /21 
3 marks per correct cadence not in the tonic 
(last three chords of cadence must all score 2 in steps 1 & 2) 

             /9 

Chords, keys and voice-leading subtotal:              /100 
Weighted subtotal = (subtotal / 100) * 24              /24 

Sense of line (20%) – criterion 4 
Bass line (4)  Needs balance of leaps and steps and variety of 
  types of motion with soprano 
  AVOID: 

o repeated notes 
o timpani (repeated leaps between same roots) 
o siren (circling round the same few notes) 
o two leaps in same direction 
o octaves/fifths with soprano 
o augmented/diminished intervals 
o leaps to and from a first inversion 

   

             /4 

Part writing (4) Needs to be largely stepwise with leaps balanced 
      by steps 
      AVOID: 
  o  leaps larger than 4th 

  o  two leaps in a row in the same direction 

  o augmented/diminished intervals 
 

             /4 

Sense of line subtotal:              /8 
Stylistic features (20%) – criterion  6 
Passing notes ( ½ per note max. 4)  
Suspensions (1 per susp.; max 4)  
Chromaticism (1 per instance)  
Other named feature(s):  
Other named feature(s):  

Features subtotal:              /8 
TOTAL              /40 
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Chorale Method Summary 
This summary is a reminder of the suggested method for harmonising chorale melodies in 
the style of Bach. The full version of the method is on www.choraleGUIDE.com along with 
comprehensive explanations and examples of each step. 
 

Step 1: Keys and Cadences 

1a - Keys  Work out the home key and the five closely related keys.  
 

1b - Cadences  For each pause, work out the most likely key and cadence.  
 

Check 1 
Now play through the melody twice, once on its own and then with 
the final two notes of each phrase harmonised with the bass notes 
(and if possible the chords) from your chosen cadences. If a 
cadence does not sound right, try alternative harmonisations 

Step 2: Simple harmonisation 

2a - Modulations  Now you know what keys the cadences are in, you need to plan 
where and how you are going to modulate (see overleaf).  

2b - Primary chord 
harmonisation  

Complete the rest of the chorale using primary chords only (I, IV and 
V) in root position. There is no need to worry about voice-leading or 
writing a good bass line at this stage.  

Step 3: Refining the bass line 

3a - Fingerprints  Check whether you can fit in cadence patterns that are characteristic 
fingerprints of Bach's chorale style  

3b - Rewriting bass 
line  

Re-write your bass line for the rest of each phrase to improve the 
voice-leading, including eliminating parallels.  

Check 2 Now play through the bass line and soprano on the keyboard, 
checking in particular for parallels from the Double SLAP. 

Step 4: Adding inner parts 

4 - inner parts  Complete the inner parts, being particularly careful with Spacing 
rules. 

Check 3 
Now check obsessively for all of the possible problems outlined in 
the Double SLAP. If possible play all four parts but you should at 
least play each part individually, preferably with the bass. 

 

http://www.choraleguide.com/�
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Modulation 
Modulation is one of the trickiest aspects of harmonisation. The notes below are provided 
as a reminder only, you will find extensive notes and examples at the following URLs on 
ChoraleGUIDE: 
 

• http://www.choraleguide.com/choralestep2modulations.php   

• http://www.choraleguide.com/bachchoralemodulation.php  

Closely related keys 
In C major, as in the first example below, these are the subdominant (F major) and the 
dominant (G) plus the relative minors of all three keys. Put another way, it is the 
subdominant and dominant of the tonic key (C) and of its relative minor (a). 
Major 

Subdominant (F) Tonic (C) Dominant (G) 

Rel. min. of subdom. (d) Relative minor (a) Rel. min. of dominant (e) 

Minor 

Subdominant (d) Tonic (a) Dominant (e) 

Rel. maj. of subdom. (F) Relative major (C) Rel. maj. of dominant 
(G) 

 

Pivot modulation method  

1. Work through the phrase until you come to a melody note that can only be in the 
new key (for example it is not part of the scale in the old key or it is the last note 
before the three cadence chords, before which you should have modulated)  

2. The chord before that identified in step 1 will be your pivot chord  
3. See what chords in the NEW key can fit with your pivot chord – ideally it should be 

one of the following:  
o I  
o V (best followed by I or IV)  
o IV (best followed by V or I)  
o ii (must be followed by V)  
o vi (best followed by IV, ii or V)  

4. Now check that the pivot chord makes sense in the old key and does not make a 
bad progression with the previous chord (see harmonic DOs and DON’Ts)  

Notes:  

• To modulate, the safest option is to use primary chord pivots where possible.  
• To modulate between relative major and minor keys, try using vi in the major / I in 

the minor as the pivot  

 
  
 

http://www.choraleguide.com/choralestep2modulations.php�
http://www.choraleguide.com/bachchoralemodulation.php�
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